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Abstract

Degradation of porous silicon (PS) fabricated by laser-induced etching was studied using photoluminescence (PL) and Raman
spectroscopy. Freshly prepared samples were given a heat treatment in hydrofluoric acid plus ferric nitrate solution to produce iron-
passivated porous silicon (IPS) samples. PL measurements on IPS show different peak positions and widths as compared to freshly
prepared non-passivated PS samples. Results were analyzed using a quantum confinement model. Exposing IPS to air for more than
4 months resulted in no degradation of PL intensity or changes in the peak position and size distribution. Raman spectra of IPS also
revealed changes in line-shape asymmetry in comparison to freshly prepared non-passivated PS samples. The data were explained
using the phonon confinement in two-dimensions. There is good agreement between PL and Raman data for the size of
nanocrystallites participating in iron-passivation.
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1. Introduction

Stimulated by the observation of visible luminescence
at room temperature from porous silicon (PS) [1], the
formation of pores by photochemical etching or laser-
induced etching (LIE) [2,3] has emerged as a possible
method for a controlled generation of photoemissive PS
materials. The freshly prepared luminescent PS is
hydrogen-passivated and contains essentially no oxygen
and exposure to ambient air results in progressive
modification of hydride surface and oxidation of PS.
With a large surface-to-volume ratio in nanometer-size
crystallites, the surface effects become more enhanced as
the size of nanocrystallites is decreased. In particular,
oxygen atoms at the surface critically modify the
electronic structure of silicon crystallites [4-15]. In as-
prepared PS by hydrothermal process without exposure
to air, a photoluminescence (PL) band at 1.8 eV was

observed under laser excitation [6,8]. After exposure to
air, PL band is not stable and it gradually shifts from 1.8
to 2.0 eV.

Zhu et al. [6] have studied the stability of iron-
passivated porous silicon (IPS) prepared by hydrother-
mal erosion of Si, a high pressure process, using a
solution of Fe (NO3)3 in HF and found that a stable PL
peak of energy :/ 1.8 eV could be observed from IPS
[7,8]. Their samples show only small changes in mean
crystallite size, full width at half maximum (FWHM)
and minimum nanocrystallite size even after 1 year,
indicating that the degradation process was very slow.
Chen et al. [5] have also reported strong and stable red
PL from samples prepared by chemical anodization of
gold plated substrates. Recently, Kolasinski et al. [15]
have studied the effects of pore filling medium (air,
HF(aq), Ar) on PL in photochemically etched PS. They
have shown that PL characteristics change on using the
pore filling medium. In our experiments, we have
fabricated PS samples by LIE and subsequently passi-
vated the nanocrystallite surface by iron in a furnace.
The LIE process has the advantage of providing a better
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control of the PL peak energy. We believe, this is the
first report of an iron-passivation treatment successfully
conducted on PS prepared by the LIE method.

The aim of this paper is to study the degradation of
PS prepared by LIE and to stabilize PL intensity as well
as the peak position with iron-passivation treatment in a
furnace. Degradation of PL in PS sample was studied
before and after iron-passivation as a function of
exposure time in air. It was found that the PL peak
energy in non-passivated PS varied from 1.9 to 2.2 eV
and the corresponding mean sizes and size distributions
were calculated using a quantum confinement model
(QCM) [16]. We have used PL and Raman spectroscopy
methods to analyze the surface of iron-passivated
samples. In both cases, it was found that smaller
nanocrystallites present in the top layer of the surface
participated in the passivation.

designed to produce a net dispersion of 2.5 A mm \
The monochromator was calibrated using a low pressure
Cd-Hg lamp as well as by recording the plasma lines
from the discharge in the argon-ion plasma tube. The
instrumental line width obtained by using 100 mm slits
was estimated to be better than 0.5 cm"1 (x0.06 meV).
The resolution of the spectrometer was also checked by
recording the fine structure of the CCl4 line at nearly 459
cm"1 and the resolution was estimated to be :/0.5
cm"1 when a slit width of 100 mm was used. The
samples were excited by the 457.9 and 514.5 nm lines of
a CW argon-ion laser and Raman and PL spectra were
recorded with 100 mm slit width for the spectrometer. In
order to avoid thermal heating, the power of laser light
on the sample surface was limited to 1 mW in a spot
with a diameter of 100 mm.

2. Experimental procedure

PS was prepared by LIE of an n-type Si substrate with
resistivity of 10 V cm. The substrate was immersed in
hydrofluoric acid with 40% concentration. The substrate
was placed in a plastic container and supported on two
Teflon plates in such a way to allow flow of current
from the bottom surface to the laser-irradiated portion
through the electrolyte. Laser etching was done by using
a Nd:YAG (l = 1.06 mm) laser and more details are
given in [17]. The beam was focused to a circular spot of
1.5-mm diameter. The sample was irradiated with a laser
beam power density of 20 W cm"2 for duration of 60
min to produce PS. After etching, the sample was rinsed
with ethanol and dried in air. Porous layers with a
maximum thickness about ~ 300 mm were produced by
LIE for 60 min, which was estimated by using an optical
microscope.

Samples were studied immediately after preparation.
Two samples have been studied in this work. Sample A
immediately after preparation is exposed to air for
different durations. Sample B after preparation of PS,
was put in a container and immersed in a solution
composed of 40% (weight) hydrofluoric acid and 0.3
mol I"1 ferric nitrate aqueous solution in a 7:6 volume
ratio. For heat treatment, the sample was placed in
furnace at 140 8C for 50 min, then the sample was again
rinsed with ethanol and dried in air. As-prepared
samples were named as IPS.

The PL and Raman spectra were recorded by employ-
ing a spectroscopic system which consisted of a RA-
MANOR double monochromator (HG 2S), a
HAMAMATSU R943-2 photomultiplier tube, an am-
plifier-discriminator assembly, a photon counter, a
computer and an argon-ion laser (COHERENT, IN-
NOVA 90-5) light source. The double monochromator
included a holographic grating blazed for 5000 A and

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Photoluminescence

Fig. 1 shows the PL spectra of PS (sample A) as a
function of number of days of exposure to air. Fig. 1(a)
shows the spectrum of freshly prepared sample with a
PL peak at 1.9 eV with a FWHM of 300 meV. After the
sample was exposed to the atmosphere for 40 days, the
spectrum shown in Fig. 1(b) indicates the PL peak
position at 1.95 eV with a smaller FWHM of about 240
meV. Furthermore, with an increase in the number of
days for exposure in air, the PL peak position mono-
tonically shifts toward higher energies and the FWHM
becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 1((c) and (d)). After
exposing the sample in air for 120 days, PL peak almost
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Fig. 1. The time evolution of PL spectra of a PS (sample A) prepared
by LIE and exposed to ambient air at room temperature. The spectra
were measured (a) immediately after preparation; (b) 40; (c) 70; (d) 90;
and (e) 120 days after preparation excited with photon energy 2.71 eV.
Experimental data are plotted as discrete points and calculated PL
spectra using Eq. (1) are given by solid curves.
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disappears as is shown in Fig. 1(e). The PS samples used
in the study are composed of interconnected network of
nanometer-size crystalline-Si (c-Si) as observed in our
SEM study [17]. But it is well known that the PL energy
and intensity is very sensitive to the surface chemistry of
as-prepared PS. The surface of luminescent Si nano-
crystallites is usually terminated by hydrogen or oxygen
molecules [8]. This H-passivated surface is gradually
replaced by an oxide surface as sample is exposed to air.
Therefore, it has been found that atmospheric storage
does alter the PL behavior of our samples and it changes
the PL peak position from 1.9 to 2.2 eV, while the PL
intensity reduces drastically.

Since the PL spectra are wide, we need to consider the
effects of crystallite size distribution on the PL intensity.
We have analyzed our experimental results using a
model proposed by Suemoto et al. [16], assuming that
each particle constituting the PS gives sharp lumines-
cence spectrum. The PL intensity S(E) as a function of
energy E can be written as

1
= ca(Eexc-E)D(RE)-

n E - E0
(1)

where E\ = 1.17 eV is the gap energy of bulk Si, RE is the
crystallite radius defined by RE = \yl(E—Eg)

1/n}, and
n = 2 for two-dimensional (2D) quantum confinement
(i.e. wire-like structure). The coupling constant g is in eV
(A) . Here c is constant, which includes the intensity of
light source at the excitation energy Eexc and a(Eexc — E)
is the absorption coefficient. The function D(RE) is
taken as a Gaussian distribution function [exp — ((R —
R0)/S)2], where s is the standard deviation. Further
details are given in Refs. [17,18]. The average size of
oxidized nanocrystallites is calculated using Eq. (1) and
the fitting parameters are given in Table 1. One can see
from Table 1 that the mean nanocrystallites size reduces
nearly from 25 to 21 A and s from 1.2 to 0.8 A as the
number of days for exposure increase from 1 to 120
days. The accuracy in the mean size determination was
estimated to be 9/0.02 A. The observed PL peak shift
towards higher energy values and this is in agreement
with the assumption that emission is related to quantum

size effects. It has been shown [19] that Si nanocrystal-
lites (of diameter 15-20 A) in a SiO2 matrix exhibit
greater energy spacing between electronic levels than
bulk Si. Therefore, the smaller the nanocrystallite size
the greater the energy spacing. Oxidation of Si nano-
crystallites leads to a progressive reduction in Si crystal-
lite size. Consequently, the PL peak shifts to higher
energies as the average crystallite size progressively
reduces during the oxidation process.

To see the effect of iron-passivation on PS surface, we
have recorded PL spectra with two excitation energies
2.41 and 2.71 eV for both types of samples in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 2(a), with excitation photon energy 2.71 eV, PL
intensity is nearly same for both the samples, but the PL
peak position shifts from 1.9 to 1.88 eV for IPS (sample

(b)
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EEXC = 2.41 eV

Sample A
g*b Sample B

I
1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
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Fig. 2. Comparison of PL spectra of a freshly prepared PS (sample A)
and IPS (sample B) recorded with excitation energies 2.71 and 2.41 eV
as (a) and (b), respectively. Experimental PL spectra are identical for
the two samples in (b). Experimental data are plotted as discrete points
and calculated PL spectra using Eq. (1) are given by solid curves.
Comparison of Gaussian size distribution deduced from Eq. (1) is
given in (c) and (d) for photon energies 2.71 and 2.41 eV, respectively.
Discrete and solid curves are for IPS (sample B) and PS (sample A),
respectively.

Table 1
The best fitting parameters obtained by fitting the theoretically calculated PL line-shapes to the experimentally observed line-shapes of PL spectra
from PS samples exposed to air for different durations

Sample Exposure time (days) Theoretically calculated Experimentally measured

Diameter (A) (A) PL peak position 90.00006 (eV) FWHM 90.05 (meV)

A
A
A
A
A
B

Fresh
40
70
90
120

25.22
24.42
23.80
22.80
21.40
25.30

1.2
1.1
0.9
0.8
0.8
1.0

1.90
1.95
2.00
2.08
2.17
1.88

300
240
230
200
180
280
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B). On the other hand, with excitation photon energy
2.41 eV, PL intensity and PL peak energy remain same
in Fig. 2(b). The observed change in the PL energy as
function of excitation energy may be attributed to the
size distribution in our samples. PL peak position shifts
obtained in IPS with 2.71 eV photon energy implies
larger nanostructure on top surface compared to sample
A. This is due to fact that after passivation top surface
of sample B will not emit PL, because Si-Fe bond will
be established on the top surface of PS, which is non-
radiative in nature. We believe that the observed PL
arises from large nanocrystallites lying underneath the
passivated surface of the IPS sample.

We have also estimated the nanocrystallite size
distribution in the IPS sample, and the values are given
in Table 2. The PL spectra from IPS show a smaller
FWHM as compared to non-passivated sample of PS.
For the IPS (sample B) with excitation photon energy
2.71 eV, our results from PL spectra indicates that the
nanocrystallites mean value Lo = 25.409/0.02 A which is
larger than the value for the fresh non-passivated PS
(sample A), of LQ = 25.229/0.02 A and the standard
deviation s has a smaller value than non-passivated PS
sample as given in Table 2. On comparing Gaussian
crystallite distributions for the two samples, it is
observed that some of the nanocrystallites with smaller
sizes are not contributing to Gaussian distribution of
Eq. (1) as shown in Fig. 2(c). It has been shown by Zhu
et al. [6] that Fe-Si bonds and a-Fe2O3 are formed in
IPS samples. These materials have no luminescence
band in the visible region. Therefore, there will not be
any contribution to the PL spectra. According to QCM,
PL intensity is decided by amount of nanocrystallite Si
(nc-Si) with a particular size, so that the variation of PL
intensity in the spectra represents the size distribution of
nc-Si. The penetration depths in crystalline silicon for
the 2.71 and 2.41 eV excitation photon energies are
nearly 0.2 and 0.6 mm, respectively [20]. The correspond-
ing penetration depths in the PS samples are not known
but are expected to increase by similar factors for the
both photon energies. The excitation photon energy 2.71
eV, therefore, probes a thinner layer on the top of the
samples. With excitation energy 2.71 eV, our results
indicate that nanocrystallite distribution in sample B is

different from that for the sample A. In Fig. 2(c), one
can see that the size distributions obtained from fitting
our experimental results using Eq. (1) shows two
different region for samples A and B. On decreasing
excitation photon energy to 2.41 eV, we will be
increasing the penetration depth and the changes due
to passivation in a very narrow top layer are not
discernible either in the PL spectra in Fig. 2(b) or in
the distributions shown in Fig. 2(d). From the above
results, it is clear that in the IPS samples the main
function of the top Fe-Si layer is to passivate the
surface dangling bonds which causes a change in the
silicon nanocrystallite distribution up to few angstroms
(Fig. 2(a)). This effect results in a small red shift in the
PL peak energy. It seems that most of the smaller
nanocrystallites on the top of PS have been used in
formation of Fe-Si bond.

In order to check the stability of IPS (sample B), it
was exposed to air. The experimental results show that
PL peak position and FWHM does not change with
time in Fig. 3, (Fig. 3(c) and (d)) therefore, it should give
unchanged mean size and size distributions of nano-
crystallite estimated by Eq. (1) as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Furthermore, the integrated PL intensity for the IPS
sample also remains unchanged in comparison with the
non-passivated PS (sample A) as shown in Fig. 4(d) and
(c).
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Fig. 3. Variation of the PL peak position and FWHM of PS (sample
A) and IPS (sample B) with aging time.

Table 2
PL fitting parameters of freshly prepared non-passivated PS samples and IPS samples for two excitation photon energies

Sample Excitation energy (eV) Theoretical Experimental PL peak position (eV)

L0(A)

25.22
26.10
25.40
26.10

a (A)

1.2
1.5
1.0
1.5

1
1
1
1

.90

.86

.88
86

A
A
B
B

2.71
2.41
2.71
2.41

Where s is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution D(R) used in Eq. (1).
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3.2. Raman spectroscopy

Fig. 5(a) displays the Raman spectra of as-prepared
PS (sample A) and the IPS (sample B). Our earlier
results [17,21] for LIE show that the c-Si peak position
of the Raman line shifts towards lower wave numbers
and the line shape becomes asymmetric on etching. On
recording Raman spectra with an excitation energy of
2.71 eV for the sample A, the Raman line is observed at
517 cm"1 and it becomes asymmetric in comparison to
the Raman line for unetched Si as shown in spectrum A
of Fig. 5(a). Similarly, for the IPS sample, the Raman
peak position is observed at 517 cm"1 and is less
asymmetric as shown in spectrum B of Fig. 5(a). In our
earlier work on LIE [17,21], the Raman spectra were
calculated from size distribution of nanocrystallites
following the phonon-confinement model (PCM) devel-
oped by Richter et al. [22]. The model was appropriately
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Fig. 5. (a) Comparison of Raman spectra recorded with excitation
photon energy 2.71 for freshly prepared non-passivated PS (sample A)
and IPS (sample B). (b) Comparison of Gaussian distribution used in
Eq. (2) of [17] for calculating the line-shape of Raman spectra for non-
passivated PS and IPS samples.

modified by us for 2D confinement since our SEM
images reveal column-like structures. In addition, a
Gaussian distribution of the confinement size was
incorporated in this model to calculate the Raman
line-shape of LIE nanocrystals. Using the 2D PCM,
we are able to fit the experimental data of Fig. 5(a) with
the theoretical curves shown by solid lines. Parameters
used in our calculation are given in Table 3.

For both samples A and B, the mean value L0 of the
Gaussian distribution and L2 (maximum confinement
dimension) inferred from Raman data are the same
whereas, the value of L1 (minimum confinement of
dimension) is different. The values for L1 are 13 and 15
A for the samples A and B, respectively. The smaller
measured value of the FWHM as well as the asymmetric
ratio and larger theoretically calculated value of L1 for
Raman line-shape fitting for IPS sample in comparison
to non-passivated PS shows that small nanocrystallites
have been either removed or become inactive in this
range of Raman spectra. One possibility is that, in our
IPS sample, the top surface with smaller nanocrystallites
participates in iron-passivation of Si and in the forma-
tion of the Fe-Si bond. During iron-passivation of PS,
Zhang et al. [8] have shown that the Fe-Si bonds are
formed on the surface of the sample. The iron atoms will
passivate the residual silicon dangling bonds, which are
formed during LIE. The other iron atoms are oxidized
by oxygen and form Fe2O3. Therefore, the outer Fe2O3

coat protects the inner PS layers from further being
oxidized. Iron passivasion being a self-limiting process
passivates only the top layer of the surface of our PS
samples. The smaller size nanocrystallites in this top
layer are consumed in the Fe-Si bond formation.
According to PCM, the Raman line-shape is obtained
by a convolution of all phonon wave functions of
nanocrystallites with a Gaussian size distribution.
Therefore, the top surface containing Fe-Si bonds will
not participate in it, which causes a change in the value
of L, in Eq. (2) of [17]. These results further support the
idea that on passivation, the changes in the Gaussian
distribution indicates that smaller nanocrystallites,
which form the Fe-Si bonds at the top surface, are
not contributing to Raman and PL spectra.

Fig. 5(b) shows a plot of the Gaussian nanocrystallite
size distribution function used in Eq. (2) of [17] for
obtaining a matching of theoretically calculated Raman
spectra with the experimental spectra observed for the
as-prepared non-passivated PS as well as the IPS
samples. It is clear that the same nanocrystallite size
distribution can match the spectra from the two samples
by using the same maximum nanocrystallite size L2(A,B)
but different minimum nanocrystallite sizes L1(A) and
L1(B) and these are marked in the diagram. This clearly
indicates that nanocrystallites with a range of sizes from
L1(A) to L1(B) (region I from 13 to 15 A marked in Fig.
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Table 3
Theoretically best fit values for L1 (the minimum confinement dimension), L2 (the maximum confinement dimension), L0 (mean value), s (Gaussian
distribution standard deviation) used in Eq. (2) of [17] and experimentally measured FWHM and Raman peak position for the first-order Raman line

Sample

A
B

Theoretically

L0(A)

25
25

calculated

L1 (A)

13
15

L2(A)

40
40

<j (A)

30
30

Experimentally measured

Raman peak position (cm"1)

517.5
517.5

FWHM (cm"1)

21
19

5(b)) are rendered Raman inactive during the passiva-
sion process.

4. Conclusions

Nanocrystallites in PS prepared by LIE and stored in
air are progressively oxidized reducing their dimensions
leading to a blue shift in the PL position as expected
from the QCM. The oxidation process is not self-
limiting so that oxidation proceeds deeper into the PS
surface leading to a degradation of PL intensity over a
number of days. To arrest this degradation and to
stabilize PL yield from PS, we have employed the iron-
passivation treatment. Iron-passivation is self-limiting
and stops after affecting the top surface layer of the
sample, which has nanocrystallites of smaller dimen-
sions compared to deeper portions of PS. The IPS
sample, therefore, shows Raman and PL emission from
a subset of nanocrystallites where smaller nanocrystal-
lites from the distribution are rendered inactive. There-
fore, the PL from IPS is red-shifted slightly compared to
non-passivated PS but stabilized since the top iron-
passivated surface prevents further oxidation of the
sample in ambient environment. Stabilized PS made by
LIE should be suitable for making devices to be
operated in air.
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